Bob's EmuBugger Family
Tied by Bob Haase

Original Emu Pattern
Hook: Mustad 79580 or 9672 #8, #10, or #12
Bead: Gold 5/32 or appropriate for hook
Thread: Gold Color 6/0
Body: Wooley Bugger Chenille (Gray-Brown)
or squirrel dubbing
Hackle: Emu Feather Palmered
Collar: Pink, Yellow, or Orange Chenille

Step 1 – De-barb hook and place 5/32 Gold Bead on a #10 hook.
Lay down a thread base by tying thread from bead to about
the barb of hook.
.

Step 2 - Tie-in two or more pieces of natural grizzly chickabou, or
other small marabou. Trim remaining stem and materials off.

Step 3 - Tie in one emu feather. Use appropriate size feather
for the size hook you are using. There are many different
kinds of feathers on an emu. The denser, fluffier feathers
seem to work the best.

Step 4 - Tie in a piece of wooley bugger chenille in a gray-brown
color.

Step 5 – Wrap chenille forward to the bead and tie off.

Step 6 – Palmer the emu feather forward to the bead and tie off. You
can wrap the emu feather fairly tight together or leave more
space as you desire.

Step 7 – Tie in a piece of chenille and make one wrap behind bead
and tie off. Whip finish and add some head cement and the fly is
done. Bright colors such as pink, yellow, or bright orange seem to
work the best for the collar, but other colors also work.

My sister gave me some emu feathers as a present one Christmas and I was trying to find a use for them. I
tried using emu feathers instead of regular hackle and the fish seemed to like this better. The emu feathers
seem to give more action in the water. I gave a couple of these to Bob Hunt and he tied some up and added
the chenille collar to the fly. This made the fly work even better yet! Emu feathers are typically used for
gills on nymphs, but I think they work equally as well or better for buggers.
This fly seems to work well just about everywhere and it can be used for trout or other species by varying
the size of the fly. You can also add more weight to the fly by adding a few wraps of lead wire to the body
before wrapping the chenille, and you can add even more weight by using a tungsten bead instead of brass.
You can also dub the body with various dubbing materials instead of chenille and pick the dubbing to make
it longer and flow between the emu feathers.
Steve Fisher found a good source on E-bay for purchasing emu feathers and I now purchase them there as
well. Just go to E-bay and search for emu feathers or Google "Double "D" Emu Ranch". They sell it by the
pound and a lot of the feathers are junk, but it is by far the best and cheapest way to by emu feathers. You
may want to go together with some friends and purchase a pound and split them with each other.
On the following pages are some other EmuBugger variations that also work very well.

EmuBugger #2
Use the same recipe for EmuBugger #1 but instead of using a
brass or tungsten bead, use a 6/0 plastic bead in whatever
color you desire. I get these at craft shops like JoAnn Fabrics,
or Hobby Lobby. I have had good luck with Pink, Purple, and
Green beads. I add wraps of lead or lead free wire to add
additional weight to the fly as the plastic beads are lighter in
weight

Step #1 - Place a 6/0 plastic bead on the hook and make about
ten wraps of .032 lead wire. I use .032 60/40 solder from
Radio Shack.

Step #2 - Wrap the lead with your thread as shown and tie in a
clump of wild turkey marabou or other marabou of your
choice. I prefer the wild turkey marabou and the dark gray
turns almost black in the water. Then tie in an emu feather,
then the gray-brown wooly bugger chenille.

Step #3 - Wrap the chenille to the bead and tie off.

Step #4 - Palmer the emu feather around the chenille and tie
off. Wrap a band of thread for accent behind the bead as
shown. I prefer using fluorescent pink or other bright color
thread.
You can make variations of this by changing the color of the
bead and the thread, as well as the color of the tail (marabou).

Continue to the next page for EmuBugger #3

EmuBugger #3
This version is much like EmuBugger #2 except that you dub
the body rather than using chenille.

Step #1 - Prepare everything up to the step where you tie in
the chenille. Instead of chenille, use a dubbing mix of your
choice. I prefer a dubbing mix that I make in my coffee
grinder that uses fox squirrel and Ice Dubbing of different
colors to match the color of the bead. I also sometime use a
larger diameter lead wire to add more weight when using the
dubbing to add more weight to the fly to get it down.

Step #2 - After dubbing the body, pick it out with a velcro
brush or other tool for picking out the dubbing to make it flare
out more. Palmer the emu feather to complete the fly as shown
above in the first picture.

A.
B.
C.
Compare the pictures above. Pictures "A" and "C" are the EmuBugger as compared to picture "B" which is
using conventional hackle. Notice how much buggier looking the emubuggers are that the normal bugger.
I think the fish agree, because they sure to like EmuBuggers.
Just one more version. I use this for youth tying programs using a
Mustad #3366 #10 hook. I don't use any lead and it is easy for the
kids to tie and will work great for panfish as well as trout.

